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ABSTRACT: Two-dimensional (2D) superlattices composed of chemically heterogeneous
transition-metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) have been proposed as key components in next-
generation optoelectronic devices. For potential applications, coherent, defect-free
compositional interfaces are usually required. In this paper, a combination of scaling
theory and numerical analysis is employed to investigate strain relaxation mechanisms in
misfitting, chemically heterogeneous TMDs. We demonstrate that, in free-standing
superlattices, wrinkling of the monolayer is asymptotically preferred over misfit dislocation
formation in both binary and ternary superlattices. For substrate-supported monolayers,
however, misfit dislocation formation is thermodynamically favored above a critical
superlattice width, implying the presence of an upper limit to the thermodynamic stability
of coherent, misfitting 2D superlattices. Finally, it is shown numerically that the critical superlattice width is only weakly
dependent on the misfit.
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Transition metal dichalcogenide (TMD) monolayers, as
two-dimensional (2D) materials, have a wide variety of

interesting physical and electronic properties, making them
promising candidate materials for flexible nanoelectronic and
optoelectronic devices.1−3 Group VI TMDs, with chemical
formula MX2, where M = Mo or W and X = S, Se, or Te,
display polymorphism and can be induced to undergo
structural transformations between different polymorphs by,
e.g., applying strain.4−6 At low temperatures and under strain-
free conditions, these TMD monolayers (with the exception of
WTe2) have been predicted to adopt the so-called 2H crystal
structure, with unit cell dimensions controlled by the
chalcogen species.6

Many such TMDs can be synthesized as atomically thin in-
plane lateral heterostructures (with spatially varying composi-
tions of either M or X) to provide multifunctional
capability.7−11 Recently, Xie et al.12 have successfully
synthesized coherent monolayer TMD superlattices compris-
ing of alternating stripes of WS2 and WSe2, which facilitates the
tuning of optical and electrical properties of TMDs
heterostructures. Due to the presence of distinct chalcogen
species in the superlattice, however, misfit strainsboth
compressive and tensileof up to ∼11% in magnitude6 are
inevitably introduced into the coherent heterostructure. In the
absence of significant intermixing of the chemical species, such
strains may be relaxed by wrinkling of the monolayer sections
under compressive strain, introduction of misfit dislocations
along the compositional interfaces, or a combination of both.
In the experiments of Xie et al.,12 both coherent superlattices

and misfit dislocations were observed, depending on the

superlattice period and growth conditions. In contrast to the
case of more traditional heteroepitaxial growth of thin
semiconductor films,13,14 however, a theory of strain relaxation
in misfitting 2D bendable sheets, capable of predicting the
conditions under which misfit dislocation formation is
thermodynamically favored, has been lacking. Such a
fundamental understanding of the interplay between misfit
strains and dislocation formation in bendable 2D superlattices
would in turn significantly advance the frontiers of 2D
materials, both from theoretical and experimental/synthesis
perspectives.
In this paper, a scaling theory is developed to assess the

efficacy of wrinkling vs misfit dislocations as strain relaxation
mechanisms in misfitting binary group VI TMD monolayer
superlattices. In order to verify this scaling theory, a phase-field
microelasticity (PFM)15,16 model is developed and combined
with a semianalytical approach to study the wrinkling of the
superlattices, both free-standing and substrate-supported. The
scaling theory is subsequently generalized to more complex,
ternary TMD superlattice systems. It is shown that, in free-
standing superlattices, wrinkling of the sheet is energetically
preferred over misfit dislocation formation in both binary and
ternary superlattices, while for substrate-supported monolayers,
misfit dislocation formation is thermodynamically favored
above a critical superlattice period, implying the presence of an
upper limit to the thermodynamic stability of coherent
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superlattices. Finally, it is shown that the critical superlattice

period is only weakly dependent on the misfit and that the

ability of the sheet to partially relax compressive strains via

wrinkling increases the critical period by a factor of ∼1.5−3 in

comparison to the perfectly planar case.
Theoretical Approach. Our work builds on and

significantly expands a previously published PFM model for

bendable 2D TMD sheets4 by incorporating chemical and

elastic heterogeneities (using an eigenstrain method17),

substrate interactions, and dislocations. As in ref 4, the

superlattice is treated as a thin, bendable elastic sheet with

different lattice and elastic constants corresponding to

chemically distinct TMDs in the 2H crystal structure with

compositional interfaces oriented along the zigzag direction, as

illustrated in Figure 1. Description of the TMD monolayer as a

continuum, deformable elastic sheet is valid for widths W ≫ h,

where h ≈ 0.65 nm denotes the effective monolayer thickness.4

The total energy of the superlattice is written as Etotal = Estrain

+ Ebend + Esub. Within the thin shell approximation,18 the in-

plane deformation energy can be expressed as

∫= [ϵ − ϵ ] × [ϵ − ϵ ]E C r r r r r r
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where κ =
ν−

r( ) Y hr
r

( )
24(1 ( ) )

3

2 is the bending rigidity, Y(r) is the

Young’s modulus, and ν(r) is the Poisson ratio. It has been
shown by Yu et al.19 that eq 2 quantitatively captures the
bending deformations observed in ab initio simulations of
MoS2 nanoribbons up to induced curvatures of ∼5 × 10−1

nm−1, which are significantly larger than those observed in the
present work (≲2 × 10−2 nm−1). Finally, the interaction of the
TMD monolayer with a substrate is modeled by a harmonic
term of the form

∫ ω ω= [ − ]E k r r( ) d
A

sub eff eq
2 2

(3)

where keff quantifies the substrate interaction strength (taken to
be independent of TMD chemistry in the present work) and
ωeq denotes the equilibrium out-of-plane displacement of a
perfectly planar sheet.

Scaling Theory of Wrinkling and Misfit Dislocation
Formation in Binary TMD Superlattices. Intuitively,
wrinkling provides a robust means of relaxing compressive
stresses. In order to keep the analysis tractable, we assume that
bending deformations occur only within compressive regions
of the superlattice; while this assumption is most certainly not
quantitatively correct, it captures the salient features of the
problem as will be verified a posteriori. Specifically, let ω(r) ∼
H cos(2πy/λ) within the compressive regions, where H and λ
denote the amplitude and wavelength of the wrinkles,
respectively (cf. Figure 1). The degree of compressive misfit
strain relaxed by wrinkling can be estimated as ϵrelax =

∫ =ω π
λ

∂
∂( ) y Hd

L

L

y
r1

0
( )

2
2 2 2

2 , where L denotes the lateral

Figure 1. Illustration of a chemically and elastically heterogeneous, bendable TMD monolayer. Cijkl
(1) and Cijkl

(2) denote the stiffness tensors of TMDs 1
and 2, respectively, while ϵmis denotes the misfit strain between TMDs 1 and 2. Furthermore,W denotes the width of the compressive region, while
λ denotes the wrinkling wavelength.
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dimension of the superlattice parallel to the compositional
interfaces. The effective compressive and tensile strains (ϵcom
and ϵten, respectively) can then be readily computed as ϵcom =

− ϵ −αβ
αβ

π
λ+ ( )H2

1 2 mis
2 2 2

2 and ϵten = ϵ −
αβ

π
λ+ ( )H1

1 2 mis
2 2 2

2 from

global force balance parallel to the interfaces. Here, α and β
denote the ratio of width and Young’s modulus between the
tensile and compressive regions, respectively, while
ϵ = ≥− 0a a

amis
2 1

1
, where ai denote lattice constants of the

TMDs parallel to the interfaces. The total energy per
superlattice period of the wrinkled system can in turn be
expressed as
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Now, for free-standing monolayers, keff = 0, and minimizing
eq 4 with respect to H yields
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4 . Furthermore, λ ≲

W, as larger wrinkling wavelengths would induce significant
bending deformations within tensile regions, while shorter
ones incur a significant bending energy cost. Therefore, to
leading order in h/W,
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For wrinkled substrate-supported superlattices, on the other
hand, keff > 0, and minimization of eq 4 with respect to H and λ
now yields
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[Note that we have assumed keff ≪ ϵmis
2Y/h; otherwise, Heq =

0 and there is no wrinkling.] We note that λeq is independent
of α, β, and W. Etot;wrinkle can in turn be expressed as
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Therefore, according to eqs 5 and 8, Etot;wrinkle ∝ L/W in free-
standing superlattices, while Etot;wrinkle ∝ LW in substrate-
supported binary superlattices.
Consider next the effect of misfit dislocations on strain

relaxation in monolayer superlattices. An effective means to
relax misfit strains can be achieved by introducing regularly
spaced dislocations along the compositional interfaces.20 If the
in-plane elastic strains are completely relaxed by the misfit
dislocations, then clearly the superlattice will remain planar.
Therefore, the total deformation energy per superlattice period
can be readily estimated in this case as

≈
ϵ

E L
b

E2tot;dis
mis

dis (9)

where b denotes the Burger’s vector, 2Lϵmis/b corresponds to
the number of dislocations along the two interfaces, and Edis
denotes the self-energy of a single misfit dislocation. Equation
9 indicates that Etot;dis ∝ L. Therefore, in the case of free-
standing sheets with sufficiently large W, we will always have
Etot;wrinkle ∝ L/W < Etot;dis. Thus, wrinkling will be asymptoti-
cally (W → ∞) preferred and interfaces will be coherent.
However, in the case of substrate-supported sheets, however,
Etot;wrinkle ∝ LW > Etot;dis for sufficiently large W; that is, misfit
dislocations are asymptotically favored over wrinkling, and
interfaces will become semicoherent.

Numerical Evaluation of Total Energy in Coherent
and Partially Coherent TMD Superlattices. To test the
key outcome of the above scaling analysis, specifically the
dependence of Etotal on width W, numerical calculations were
carried out for the experimentally characterized WS2/WSe2
system,12 both free-standing and substrate-supported. To this
end, a phase-field (PF) formalism was employed to incorporate
spatially varying elastic constants21 and misfit strains,6 and
both in-plane and out-of-plane displacements were relaxed
numerically to minimize Etotal, as discussed in the accompany-
ing Supporting Information document.
Within the PF formalism, the superlattice geometry can be

simplified to a sandwich structure with periodic boundaries
along both directions, as illustrated in Figure 2a. As a
convenient means of varying the physical width W, it is kept

Figure 2. Schematic of periodic (a) binary and (b) ternary superlattices. Red dashed lines represent the simulation box with periodic boundary
conditions.
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fixed in the simulations, while the dimensionless stiffness
tensor C̃ijkl, bending rigidity κ̃ and k̃eff are systematically varied,
as detailed in the Supporting Information. Representative
images of numerically relaxed free-standing and substrate-
supported, coherent monolayers are shown in Figure 3a,b,
respectively, for a symmetric superlattice (α = 1/2). In
addition, the relaxation of wrinkles by misfit dislocations in

partially coherent, substrate-supported superlattices is shown
in Figure 3c,d.
The data for numerically evaluated total energies of free-

standing, coherent WS2/WSe2 superlattices with different
superlattice periods W are shown in Figure 4a,b, respectively.
It can be seen that Estrain/L ∝ 1/W, while Ebend/L displays
nonmonotonic behavior, first increasing with W, and

Figure 3. Numerically obtained wrinkled WS2/WSe2 (a) free-standing and (b) substrate-supported coherent superlattices with W = 10 nm. (c)
Emergence of first misfit dislocation pair (indicated by yellow “T” symbols) at W = 15 nm in the substrate-supported case. (d) Finite misfit
dislocation density ρ ∼ 2ρmax/3 ≈ 0.08 nm−1 at W = 21 nm.

Figure 4. Energy of symmetric, free-standing WS2/WSe2 superlattices from simulations versus (a) W and (b) 1/W. (c) Energy of symmetric,
substrate-supported WS2/WSe2 superlattice from simulations versus W. ΔE = Etotal − Esub. The black solid line is Ebend/L calculated from the
semianalytical model discussed in the main text. The dashed lines are fits while the gray areas represent estimated 10% confidence intervals. See
Supporting Information.
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subsequently decreasing at larger W. The initial increase in
Ebend/L can be attributed to the fact that for very small widths
W, bending deformations are suppressed, and become more
important at larger W. Extending the computations to large W
(where the scaling theory is more accurate), however, is
numerically challenging due to the fact that the dimensionless
bending rigidity κ̃ ∝ (h/W)3 → 0 and hence acts as a singular
perturbation, resulting in very slow convergence rates of the
out-of-plane deflections toward mechanical equilibrium. To
circumvent this issue, we have adopted a semianalytical
approach, in which a simple empirical functional form is
employed for ω̃(r)̃ and fitted to numerical data.
Specifically, ω̃(r)̃ extracted from simulations with different

W are very well fit by the empirical expression

ω ω̃ ̃ = ̃ + +π ̃ − | ̃ − |
Ä
Ç
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ

É
Ö
ÑÑÑÑÑÑÑ( )( ) A C(r) sin expy x

Beq 80
100 2.5

, where A, B,

and C are fitting functions dependent on W, as shown in the
Supporting Information. In particular, we find that

= − ( )A 10.1 0.0836 W
W

2
0 , = − ( )B 2.4600 31.8 W

W

2
0 , a n d

= − ( )C 1.86 0.0199 W
W

2
0 , where W0 = 65 nm, quantitatively

capture the behavior of ω̃(r) over the range of widths
employed in the direct numerical simulations. With the help of
the fitted ω̃(r)̃, Ebend/L can now be readily evaluated as a

function of W by way of eq 2. The outcome is shown in Figure
4a,b. In the limit W → ∞, A, B, and C are all constants, and it
is straightforward to show that Ebend ∼ κL/W, in agreement
with the scaling theory.
We note that the scaling theory does not capture the

increase of Ebend/L at small widths W ≲ 12 nm [cf. Figure 4a].
This is due to the assumption of having wrinkles in the
compressive regions alone; as can be seen in Figure 3a,b,
wrinkles also appear within the tensile regions due to the
continuity of ω(r) across the compositional interfaces, giving
rise to additional nonuniform strain. As W → ∞, however, the
ratio of the wrinkle amplitudes within compressive and tensile
regions becomes a constant, and it can be shown that the
predictions of the scaling theory still hold (see the Supporting
Information).
Now, in the case of coherent substrate-supported super-

lattices, Etotal/L is simply proportional to W, in agreement with
the scaling theory, with a nonzero intercept arising from Estrain,
since [Etotal − Estrain]/L = const × W [Figure 4c]. This
unexpected nonzero intercept in the simulations can be
explained by the presence of residual in-plane strains due to
the continuity of out-of-plane displacement across the
compositional interfaces as discussed above.
Finally, we have carried out numerical calculations of Etotal in

the presence of misfit dislocations. To this end, pairs of
dislocations along the compositional interfaces are introduced

Figure 5. (a) Numerically obtained total energy density f total versus dislocation density ρ for WS2/WSe2 superlattices with different widths 10 nm ≤
W ≤ 65 nm. Maximum misfit dislocation density ρmax ∼ 0.125 nm−1. (b) Numerically obtained range of critical widths of binary group VI substrate-
supported TMD superlattices. Red, green, and purple boxes correspond to systems with ϵmis ∼4%, ∼7%, and ∼11%, respectively. The smaller value
corresponds to the appearance of the first dislocation pair, while the larger one represents the width at which the equilibrium dislocation density ρ
≈ 2ρmax/3. The ranges indicated by solid boxes correspond to critical widths obtained for perfectly planar TMDs. (c) Emergence of misfit
dislocations in a ternary WS2/WSe2/MoTe2 superlattice as the common width W is increased from 8 nm (left) to 15 nm (middle), and 65 nm
(right) via numerical energy minimization.
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via an eigenstrain method as detailed in the Supporting
Information, in-plane and out-of-plane displacements are
numerically relaxed, and Etotal = Estrain + Ebend + Esub + 2ρEdis
is computed for superlattices with different widths W and
dislocation densities ρ.14 The data for the WS2/WSe2 system
are shown in Figure 5a. To generate the data, we have
estimated Edis ≈ 17 eV by employing the cohesive energy in
conjunction with the number and type of broken bonds at the
dislocation core. It can be seen that the areal energy density f =
Etotal/A is a monotonically increasing function of ρ for W < 15
nm, while f reaches a minimum at finite ρ = ρmin for W > Wcri;s
≃ 15 nm; Wcri;s corresponds to the width at which the first
misfit dislocation pair appears.14 Furthermore, when W ≳ 21
nm, ρmin ≳ 2ρmax/3 ≈ 0.083 nm−1, implying the presence of a
significant linear density of misfit dislocations.
Other Binary, Substrate-Supported TMD Superlatti-

ces. Besides WS2 and WSe2, there are three other group VI
TMDs (MoS2, MoSe2, and MoTe2) with 2H crystal structures
that have been successfully synthesized as ultrathin hetero-
structures.7,8 Therefore, it is worth considering the wrinkling
and dislocation formation behavior of arbitrary pairs of such
TMDs. To this end, the critical thicknesses for other substrate-
supported TMD superlattice systems composed of distinct
chalcogen species was numerically estimated employing the
same method as for the WS2/WSe2 system, with material
parameters listed in the Supporting Information. The data are
shown in Figure 5b. It can be seen that, for all pairs, a weak
variation in Wcri;s is observed, with 10 nm ≲ Wcri;s ≲ 20 nm,
while a significant linear density of misfit dislocations
(corresponding to ρmin ≳ 2ρmax/3) is predicted for all pairs
with W ≳ 21 nm. More specifically, the largest value of Wcri;s is
found for the WS2/MoSe2 with a misfit strain of ∼4%, while
the smallest Wcri;s are found for the MoTe2/WSe2 and MoTe2/
WS2 systems, with misfit strains of ∼7% and ∼11%,
respectively. To assess the role of wrinkling on misfit
dislocation formation, we have also extracted the Wcri;s for all
perfectly planar TMD pairs. These data, also shown in Figure
5b, demonstrate that the ability of the sheet to partially relax
compressive strains via wrinkling increases Wcri;s by a factor of
∼1.5−3 in comparison to the perfectly planar case. Finally, in
binary systems containing the same chalcogen species, ϵmis ≈ 0,
and the superlattice remains planar and coherent.
Ternary TMD Superlattices. It is straightforward to

extend the scaling theory to more complex, ternary TMD
superlattices, which have not been systematically examined
experimentally to date. To this end, we consider the ternary
superlattice of the form AS2/BSe2/CTe2 as depicted in Figure
2b and isolate a single periodic unit cell. Without any loss of
generality, we assume that a2 > a1 and a3 > a1, such that stripes
2 and 3 are nominally under compression, and take 0 < ϵmis

(2) <

ϵmis
(3), where ϵ = −i a a

amis
( ) i 1

1
again denotes the nominal misfit strain

between TMDs i and 1 parallel to the interface. Following the
steps in the analysis of binary systems (as detailed in the
Supporting Information), it is straightforward to show that
Etotal ∼ 1/W (∼W) for dislocation-free free-standing
(substrate-supported) ternary TMD superlattices. In the
presence of misfit dislocations, however,

ρ ρ

ρ ρ ρ

= [ ϵ − + ϵ +

+ | | + | | + | | ] +

E C b C b

E L C

( / ) ( / )

( )

total 12 mis
(2)

12 13 mis
(3)

13

23 13 12 dis 0 (10)

where π= α β
ν−

C h bY
W12

3 2
6 (1 )

2 2

3
2 and π= α β

ν−
C h bY

W13
3 2

6 (1 )
3 3

2
2 for

free-standing superlattices, while α β=
ν−

C bW k Yh
12 2 2 6(1 )

eff
3

2
2 and

α β=
ν−

C bW k Yh
13 3 3 6(1 )

eff
3

3
2 for substrate-supported ones, and

where the constant C0 is independent of W, ϵmis
(2) and ϵmis

(3).
Furthermore, ρij denotes the linear density of dislocations
along the interfaces between TMDs i and j, with the
convention that dislocation lines come out of the page such
that ρij > 0 for dislocations with Burger’s vector pointing
downward. Additionally, α2, α3, β2, and β3 denote the ratios of
the widths and Young’s moduli of stripes 2 and 3 with respect
to stripe 1, respectively, while ν2 and ν3 denote the Poisson
ratios of stripes 2 and 3, respectively. Finally, when dislocations
are present along the compositional interfaces only, the
constraint ρ23 + ρ12 + ρ13 = 0 applies.
Now, in the case of substrate-supported ternary super-

lattices, the sequence of events leading to partial loss of
interface coherency is more complex than in the binary
superlattice case due to the presence of distinct compositional
interfaces. First, if C12 + C13 < 2Edis in eq 10 (corresponding to,
e.g., small W), then ρ12 = ρ13 = ρ23 = 0, and all interfaces are
coherent. Second, upon increasing W, once C12 + C13 > 2Edis

and C13 < 2Edis, ρ ρ= − ∼ ϵ
b12 13
mis
(2)

, while ρ23 = 0; that is, ϵmis
(2) is

almost fully relaxed, while the interfaces between TMDs 2 and
3 remain coherent. Third, for sufficiently large W (such that

C13 > 2Edis), ρ ∼ ϵ
b12
mis
(2)

, ρ ∼ − ϵ
b13
mis
(3)

, ρ ∼ ϵ − ϵ
b23

( )mis
(3)

mis
(2)

, and all

interfaces are only partially coherent.
To verify the above physical picture, we have numerically

evaluated Etotal for a range of widths W and misfit dislocation
densities for the equal-width (α2 = α3 = 1), substrate-
supported WS2/WSe2/MoTe2 superlattice. As shown in Figure
5c, gradually increasing the common width W past ∼10 nm
first leads to the emergence of misfit dislocations along the
WS2/MoTe2 and WS2/WSe2 interfaces, while the MoTe2/
WSe2 interfaces remain coherent. At even larger common
widths, misfit dislocations also proliferate along the WS2/WSe2
interfaces, rendering the system planar.

Conclusion. In conclusion, a combination of scaling theory
and numerical simulations was employed to assess the efficacy
of wrinkling vs misfit dislocations as strain relaxation
mechanisms in misfitting group VI TMD monolayer super-
lattices. For binary TMD superlattices with distinct chalcogen
species, we found that (1) for free-standing monolayers,
wrinkling is asymptotically favored over misfit dislocation at
large superlattice periods, while (2) in the case of substrate-
supported TMD superlattices, misfit dislocations are asymp-
totically favored over wrinkling, implying the presence of a
thermodynamic limit (≲20 nm) to the width of coherent
TMD superlattices. Our numerical simulations demonstrate
that the ability of the sheet to partially relax compressive
strains via wrinkling increases the critical width Wcri;s by a
factor of ∼1.5−3 in comparison to the perfectly planar case.
The scaling theory was also generalized to ternary TMD
superlattices with three distinct chalcogen species, and it was
shown via numerical energy minimization computations that
intriguing sequences of coherent → partially coherent
transitions of the distinct compositional interfaces emerge as
the superlattice period is systematically varied.
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In the analysis and simulations reported in this work, it was
assumed that the heterointerfaces were parallel to the zigzag
directions. In light of the observations that (1) misfit strains
arising from substituting one type of chalcogen atom with
another are isotropic and dilatational6 and (2) group VI TMDs
in the 2H phase are elastically isotropic, orientation of the
heterointerfaces does not affect strain relaxation via wrinkling,
and thus the critical superlattice width is independent of the
heterointerface orientation. With regard to misfit dislocations,
it was assumed that they are of the 5|7 kind.22,23 Other types of
dislocations also exist, such as 4|6 and 6|8 (with 4|8 unstable
according to the first-principles calculations23), with the same
Burger’s vector but different core structures and core energies.
It is possible that specific types of dislocations are favored
based on the growth conditions, but as long as the dislocation
core energies do not vary significantly (by ∼5 eV or less), the
predicted critical widths will still be ≲30 nm.
With regard to the interaction energy between a TMD

monolayer and a substrate, to the best of our knowledge, there
are no published reports on systematic experimental studies of
adhesion energies of group VI TMDs on SiO2, nor are there
any ab initio calculations of the interaction energy vs separation
between a group VI TMD monolayer and SiO2. Thus, we have
determined the value for keff in eq 3 via fitting so as to obtain
the ∼1 nm out-of-plane wrinkling amplitude observed in the
experiments of Xie et al.12 for the WS2/WSe2 system. While
keff most certainly should vary across the different group VI
TMDs, the leading order term in the scaling theory expression
for the total energy in eq 8 is proportional to keff , and hence
an order-of-magnitude variation in keff is expected to only
induce a 2−3 fold variation in the critical width.
Finally, while misfit dislocations have been observed

experimentally in the WS2/WSe2 system,12 the reported
superlattice widths have been significantly larger than our
prediction (∼320 nm vs ∼20 nm). We believe that the
discrepancy is due to kinetic reasons, as our thermodynamics-
based approach does not account for any requisite misfit
dislocation nucleation processes at the growth front, and hence
provides a lower bound for Wcri;s. In studies of simple models
of the growth kinetics of planar 2D heteroepitaxial systems
(both discrete24 and continuum25), it has been observed that
misfit dislocation nucleation is facilitated by the roughness of
the growth front. In the absence of any significant roughness
(e.g., faceted systems such as TMDs at low temperatures5), it
has been computationally found that surface steps facilitate the
formation of dislocations, once the misfit strain exceeds a
thickness-independent threshold value ranging from ∼6% to
∼12% in simple Lennard-Jones26 and covalent27 systems,
respectively. The experimentally characterized WS2/WSe2
system has a misfit of ∼4%, which may be too small to drive
the requisite formation of dislocations at the growth front.
Hence, we expect that TMD pairs with the largest misfit−those
incorporating S and Te−should offer the best materials choices
for an experimental test of the key predictions of the present
work, while detailed atomistic simulations would yield
additional insights into the strain relaxation and dislocation
nucleation processes in misfitting TMD superlattices. Indeed,
misfit dislocation nucleation kinetics during the synthesis of
TMD monolayers still remains an open question, and we hope
that the work described in this manuscript will help open new
research avenues into this intellectually challenging and
practically important problem.
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1 Governing equations for binary TMD monolayer super-

lattices

In order to incorporate the chemical and elastic heterogeneities, an order parameter φ(r) is used
to represent different chemical components within the superlattice [φ(r) = 0, say, for WS2, and
φ(r) = 1 for WSe2]. In addition to φ(r), the presence of free boundaries is accounted for by
introducing another order parameter ψ(r), such that ψ(r) = 1 (0) inside (outside) the monolayer.

As stated in the main text, the strain energy in our phase-field model is

Estrain =
1

2

!

A

Cijkl(r)[εij(r)− εmis
ij (r)][εkl(r)− εmis

kl (r)]d2r [1]

where r = [x, y]T , Cijkl(r) = {[1 − φ(r)]C
(1)
ijkl + φ(r)C

(2)
ijkl}ψ(r) denotes the local stiffness tensor,

εij(r) = εij +
1
2
(∂ui(r)

∂rj
+

∂uj(r)

∂ri
+ ∂ω(r)

∂ri

∂ω(r)
∂rj

) denotes the in-plane elastic strain tensor, and εmis
ij (r) =

[φ(r)ε∗ij + εdisij (r)]ψ(r) denotes the local misfit strain tensor arising from both lattice mismatch and
misfit dislocations. Furthermore, εij denotes the applied macroscopic strain, ε∗ij denotes the misfit

strain between TMDs 1 and 2 arising from lattice mismatch such that ε∗xx = a2−a1
a1

, ε∗yy = b2−b1
b1

,

and ε∗xy = 0, while εdisij (r) is the dislocation-induced strain defined below in Eq. [2]. Additionally,

C
(1)
ijkl, C

(2)
ijkl, a1, a2, b1 and b2 denote stiffness tensors and lattice constants of TMDs 1 and 2

corresponding to the 2H crystal structure, respectively. Finally, ui(r) and ω(r) denote the in-plane
and out-of-plane displacements, respectively.

Dislocations in 3D phase field models can be described as misfitting platelets corresponding
to the slipped regions within the crystal.1 Specifically, upon introducing a set of additional order
parameters ζq(r), the effective misfit strain arising from the dislocations can be written

εdisij (r) =
b · n
2d

ζ(r), [2]

1



where b denotes the Burger’s vector, n is the slip plane normal, and d is the interplanar distance.
In our quasi-2D model, the dislocation loops turn into linear segments with non-zero ζ(r), with
the end points of the segment corresponding to two edge dislocations.

Now, the total energy of the bendable, substrate-supported sheet can be written

Etotal = Estrain + Ebend + Esub =
1

2

!

A

Cijkl(r)[εij(r)− εmis
ij (r)][εkl(r)− εmis

kl (r)]d2r

+

!

A

κ(r)

2

"
#
∇2ω(r)

$2
+ [(1− ν(r)]

%&
∂2ω(r)

∂x∂y

'2

− ∂2ω(r)

∂x2

∂2ω(r)

∂y2

()
d2r

+keff

!

A

[ω(r)− ωeq]
2d2r, [3]

where κ(r) = Y (r)h3

24(1−ν(r)2)
denotes the local bending rigidity, while ν(r) = {[1−φ(r)]ν1+φ(r)ν2}ψ(r)

denotes local Poisson’s ratio. Furthermore, Y (r) = {[1 − φ(r)]Y1 + φ(r)Y2}ψ(r) denotes the local
Young’s modulus, and h denotes the thickness of the sheet. Finally, ν1, ν2, Y1 and Y2 denote the
Poisson ratios and Young’s moduli of TMDs 1 and 2, respectively.

Given (1) the fixed spatial distribution of the chemical species within the monolayer superlattice
[which control the local elastic moduli Cijkl(r) and κ(r), and the misfit strain εmis

ij (r)], (2) spatial
distribution of misfit dislocations, and (3) far-field boundary conditions (i.e., strain-controlled
vs. stress-controlled boundaries), minimization of Eq. [3] yields the equilibrium configuration of
the monolayer. More specifically, in the case of stress-free far-field boundary conditions adopted
in the present work, Eq. [3] is minimized with respect to macroscopic strains, in-plane and out-
of-plane displacements (εij, ui and ω, respectively). For strain-controlled boundary conditions, on
the other hand, εij is prescribed.

1.1 Dimensionless total energy

To facilitate the numerical computations, the total energy of the system is rendered dimensionless
by introducing r̃ = r

W
, ω̃ = ω

W
, ω̃eq =

ωeq

W
, k̃eff =

keffW

Y1
, C̃ijkl =

Cijkl

Y1W
, κ̃ = κ

Y1W 3 , and Ẽtotal =
Etotal

Y1W 3

with W denoting the superlattice period. The dimensionless total energy can now be expressed as

Ẽtotal =

!

A

1

2
C̃ijkl(r̃)[εij(r̃)− εmis

ij (r̃)][εkl(r̃)− εmis
kl (r̃)]d2r̃

+

!

A

κ̃(r̃)

2

"*
∇̃2ω̃(r̃)

+2

+ [1− ν(r̃)]

%&
∂2ω̃(r̃)

∂x̃∂ỹ

'2

− ∂2ω̃(r̃)

∂x̃2

∂2ω̃(r̃)

∂ỹ2

()
d2r̃

+k̃eff

!

A

[ω̃(r̃)− ω̃eq]
2d2r̃. [4]

Therefore, in order to vary the superlattice periodW for a given binary TMD superlattice, it is more
convenient to fix the dimensionless (numerical) superlattice period, and adjust the dimensionless
parameters C̃ijkl, κ̃, ω̃ and k̃eff accordingly.

1.2 Eigenstrain method

In order to efficiently relax the in-plane displacements and apply stress free boundary conditions
in the simulations, an eigenstrain method pioneered by Wang et al.2 is employed. To this end, we

2



first define ∆C̃ijkl(r̃) = C̃1
ijkl − C̃ijkl(r̃) with C̃1

ijkl =
C1

ijkl

Y1W
. A new effective eigenstrain tensor ε0ij(r̃)

can be defined such that

C̃1
ijklε

0
kl(r̃) = C̃1

ijklε
mis
kl (r̃) +∆C̃ijkl(r̃)[εkl(r̃)− εmis

kl (r̃)] [5]

With the above definition of ε0ij(r̃), one can relate the strain energy of the inhomogeneous system
to a homogeneous one:2

Ẽstrain =
1

2

!

A

C̃1
ijkl[εij(r̃)− ε0ij(r̃)][εkl(r̃)− ε0kl(r̃)]d

2r̃

+
1

2

!

A

[C̃1
ijmn∆S̃mnpq(r̃)C̃

1
pqkl][ε

0
ij(r̃)− εmis

ij (r̃)][ε0kl(r̃)− εmis
kl (r̃)]d2r̃; [6]

Ẽbend =

!

A

κ̃(r̃)

2

"*
∇̃2ω̃(r̃)

+2

+ [1− ν(r̃)]

%&
∂2ω̃(r̃)

∂x̃∂ỹ

'2

− ∂2ω̃(r̃)

∂x̃2

∂2ω̃(r̃)

∂ỹ2

()
d2r̃, [7]

where Ẽstrain = Estrain

Y1W 3 , Ẽbend =
Ebend

Y1W 3 , and ∆S̃ijkl(r̃) denotes the inverse tensor of ∆C̃ijkl(r̃).
Now, the first integral in Eq. [6] can be regarded as the strain energy in an elastically homo-

geneous system with the as-of-yet unknown eigenstrain ε0ij(r̃) acting as an effective misfit strain.
In addition, the second integral in Eq. [6] has no dependence on the in-plane strain tensor εij(r̃).
Therefore, once ε0ij(r̃) has been determined, the in-plane strains can be readily obtained following
the approach of Khachaturyan.3 Explicitly, the equations for the macroscopic strain εij, eigen-
strain ε0ij(r̃), in-plane displacements ũi(r̃), and out-of-plane displacement ω̃(r̃) for a system in
mechanical equilibrium are given by

εij =
1

A

!

A

,
εoij(r̃)−

1

2

∂ω

∂ri

∂ω

∂rj

-
d2r̃; [8]

δẼtotal

δε0ij(r̃)
=

δẼstrain

δε0ij(r̃)
= C̃

(1)
ijkl∆S̃klmn(r̃)C̃

(1)
mnst[ε

0
st(r̃)− εmis

st (r̃)]− C̃
(1)
ijkl[εkl(r̃)− εmis

kl (r̃)] = 0; [9]

.ui(k) = −iGij(k)C̃
1
jklm.ε0lm(k)kk +Gij(k)C̃

1
jklm

.Nklm(k); [10]

δẼtotal

δω̃(r̃)
= −2

∂

∂r̃i
{[C̃1

ijkl −∆C̃ijkl(r̃)]
∂ω̃

∂r̃j
[εkl(r̃)− εmis

kl (r̃)]}

+
∂2

∂x̃2

,
κ(r̃)

∂2ω̃(r̃)

∂x̃2
+ κ̃(r̃)

∂2ω̃(r̃)

∂ỹ2

-
+

∂2

∂ỹ2

,
κ̃(r̃)

∂2ω̃(r̃)

∂x̃2
+ κ̃(r̃)

∂2ω̃(r̃)

∂ỹ2

-

+2
∂2

∂x̃∂ỹ

,
κ̃(r̃)(1− ν(r̃))

∂2ω̃(r̃)

∂x̃∂ỹ

-
− ∂2

∂x̃2

,
κ̃(r̃)(1− ν(r̃))

∂2ω̃(r̃)

∂ỹ2

-

− ∂2

∂ỹ2

,
κ̃(r̃)(1− ν(r̃))

∂2ω̃(r̃)

∂x̃2

-
+ 2k̃eff [ω(r̃)− ω̃eq(r̃)] = 0, [11]

respectively, where .ε0ij(k) denotes the Fourier transform of ε0ij(r̃), Ωij(n)
−1 = C̃1

ijklnknl, n = k/|k|,
.ui(k) denotes the Fourier transform of ũi(r̃) =

ui(r)
W

, Gij(k) = Ωij(n)/k
2, and

.Nklm(k) =

/
∂ω̃

∂r̃k

∂2ω̃

∂r̃l∂r̃m

0

k

, [12]

with {}k denoting the Fourier transform.
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2 Numerical relaxation scheme

We first note that Eq. [10] provides a closed-form, analytical solution for ũi(r̃) by way of a simple
Fourier transform. However, Eqs. [9] and [10] together in fact comprise an integro-differential
equation for ε0ij(r̃), while Eq. [11] is a non-linear partial differential equation with non-constant
coefficients. In order to numerically solve them, the following iterative scheme was implemented:

1. Under the assumption of negligible diffusion of the chemical species, the order parameters φ(r̃)
and ψ(r̃) are fixed and do not vary during the numerical relaxation process.

2. Locations of the misfit dislocations (as encoded by ζ(r)) and their Burger’s vectors are fixed at
the beginning of the simulation, and they remain stationary during the simulation.

3. Compute εij from Eq. [8].

4. Recast Eq. [9] as the steady-state solution of a fictitious time-dependent system, and equilibrate
ε0ij(r̃) by solving

∂2ε0ij(r̃, t̃)

∂ t̃2
+ (γ0;ε − γ1;ε∇2)

∂ε0ij(r̃, t̃)

∂ t̃
= −α2

ε

δẼtotal

δε0ij(r̃, t̃)
, [13]

where γ0;ε denotes a uniform damping parameter, γ1;ε is a damping parameter that preferentially
suppresses large wavenumber oscillations, αε is the effective wave speed, and t̃ represents a fictitious
dimensionless “time” in the relaxation scheme.

5. Compute ũi(r̃) from Eq. [10].

6. Evaluate εij(r̃) = εij +
1
2
[∂ũi(r̃)

∂r̃j
+

∂ũj(r̃)

∂r̃i
+ ∂ω̃(r̃)

∂r̃i

∂ω̃(r̃)
∂r̃j

].

7. Iterate ω̃(r̃) to equilibrium using

∂2ω̃(r̃, t̃)

∂ t̃2
+ (γ0;ω̃ − γ1;ω̃∇2)

∂ω̃(r̃, t̃)

∂ t̃
= −α2

ω̃

δẼtotal

δω̃(r̃, t̃)
, [14]

where γ0;ω̃, γ1,ω̃, and αω̃ again denote effective damping parameters and wave speed. During the
numerical simulations, Eq. [14] is first iterated until ω̃(r̃) converges, then return to Step 3 and
repeat until both ε0ij(r̃) and ω̃(r̃) converge.

3 Parameter values for TMDs

The elastic moduli and lattice constants employed in this work are summarized in Table S1. The
dynamic parameters are set to αε = 0.5, γ0;ε = 1, γ1;ε = 1, αω̃ = 5, γ0;ω̃ = 1, and γ1;ω̃ = 1 with
a discrete grid spacing ∆x̃ = 1 and time step ∆t̃ = 0.025. The order parameter φ(r̃) is set to be
0.05 for TMD 1 and 1 for TMD 2, while the interface is described via a simple hyperbolic tangent
function to yield a diffuse interface. [We cannot set φ(r̃) = 0 anywhere in the system, otherwise
∆C̃ijkl(r̃) = 0 and ∆S̃ijkl(r̃) becomes singular. Therefore, the lower limit of φ(r̃) is set to be
0.05 in our numerical work.] Hence, due to the presence of a lower limit of φ(r̃) and the diffuse
interface, a 10% uncertainty is assigned to our numerical computations. As the specific value of
ω̃eq is arbitrary, in our numerical calculations we have set ω̃eq = 15, except for the simulations
reported in Fig. 5 in the main text, for which ω̃eq = 25.
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Table S1: Young’s modulus Y , Poisson ratio ν,5 and lattice constants a and b6 of select TMDs.

TMDs Y (eV/nm3) ν a(nm) b(nm)

MoS2 1196 0.25 0.3183 0.5513
MoSe2 998 0.23 0.3318 0.5747
MoTe2 762 0.24 0.3550 0.6149
WS2 1340 0.22 0.3182 0.5511
WSe2 1114 0.19 0.3315 0.5744
WTe2 830 0.18 0.3552 0.6154

Table S 2: Wrinkling amplitude H and wavelength λ obtained from numerical computations
corresponding to different superlattice periods W for the substrate-supported WS2/WSe2 system.

W (nm) H(nm) λ(nm)

29.07 1.46 23.25
20.55 1.55 24.6
14.53 1.47 23.25
11.87 1.47 23.75
10.28 1.47 24.65
9.19 1.40 23.9
8.39 1.35 23.5

Finally, upon employing a substrate interaction coefficient keff = 0.069eV/nm4, the numerical
computations yield H ≈ 1nm and λ ≈ 24nm (Table S2), in excellent quantitative agreement with
experimental observations.7

4 Semi-analytical model for out-of-plane deflections

In order to better capture the dependence of Ebend at large superlattice periods W , as discussed

in the main text, a simple empirical fitting form ω̃(r̃) − ω̃eq = sin(πỹ
80
)[A exp(−|x̃−100|2.5

B
) + C] is

employed. Numerically obtained ω̃(r̃) and fits at several different W are shown in Figs. S1 and
S2. In addition, the three fitting parameters are shown in Fig. S3 as functions of W . We note
that, given the dependence of A, B and C on W , it follows that Ebend/L ∼ 1/W asymptotically
for large W , as can be verified with the aid of Eq. [4].

5 Extra strain and bending energy around interfaces

As discussed in the main text (and shown in Figs. S4 and S5), the elastic strain εyy(r̃)− εmis
yy (r̃) in

the wrinkled state is smaller than 1% inside the stripes, which is what we expect from the scaling
theory. However, it is impossible to have a constant wrinkling amplitude within the compressive
areas and a vanishingly small one within the tensile regions due to the continuity of ω̃(r̃) across
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Figure S1: Fitting of ω̃(r̃) in the x direction vs. numerically obtained profiles corresponding to
different widths W in symmetric superlattices (α = 1/2). The inset displays a representative 3D
configuration of the system.
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Figure S2: Fitting of ω̃(r̃) in the y direction vs. numerically obtained profiles corresponding to
different widths W in symmetric superlattices (α = 1/2).

Figure S3: Fitting parameters (a) A, (b) B and (c) C versus (W0/W )2.
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Figure S4: Elastic strain εyy(r̃)− εmis
yy (r̃) in a wrinkled, free-standing superlattice. (a) Top view.

(b) 3D view. W = 14.5nm.

the interfaces. Hence, there is some remnant elastic strain around the interfaces, which results in
additional strain and bending energy in those regions as compared with our scaling theory.

Now, as per our empirical fitting form ω̃(r̃), the ratio between the wrinkle amplitudes in
compressive and tensile regions becomes a constant R ≈ 3 when W → ∞. Therefore, we can
modify our scaling theory by accounting for the presence of bending deformations within the
tensile regions to yield

εcom = − 2αβ

1 + 2αβ

&
εmis −

2H2π2

λ2
+

2H2π2

R2λ2

'
;

εten =
1

1 + 2αβ

&
εmis −

2H2π2

λ2
+

2H2π2

R2λ2

'
, [15]

and the total deformation energy to be

Etot;wrinkle = WL

%
Y hαβ

1 + 2αβ

&
εmis −

2H2π2

λ2
+

2H2π2

R2λ2

'2

+
H2h3π4Y

#
1 + αβ

R2

$

3λ4(1− ν2)
+

H2keff
#
1 + α

R2

$

2

(
. [16]

In the case of free-standing monolayers, keff = 0, and following the steps in the main text, we
obtain

Etot;wrinkle

WL
=

Y h3π2εmis(αβ +R2)

6λ2(1− ν2)(R2 − 1)
+O

&
h5

λ4

'
, [17]

while in the case of substrate-supported superlattices,

Etot;wrinkle

WL
=

εmis

R2 − 1

1
keffY h3(α +R2)(αβ +R2)

6(1− ν2)

− [2α3β2 +R4 + αR2(1 + β + 2βR2) + α2β(1 + 2R2 + 2βR2)]h2keff
24αβ(1− ν2)(R2 − 1)2

. [18]
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Figure S5: Elastic strain εyy(r̃)− εmis
yy (r̃) in a wrinkled, substrate-supported superlattice. (a) Top

view. (b) 3D view. W = 14.5nm.

Hence, when R2 >> 1, the results from the scaling theory (which assumes R → ∞) still hold.

6 Different binary superlattice width ratios

All numerical computations and semi-analytical model results presented in the main text focus on
the symmetric, equal-width TMD superlattice case (α = 1/2). As superlattices with varying α
can be readily synthesized,7 we have also employed α = 1 in the numerical computations to verify
the robustness of our main conclusions.

To this end, we find that in the case of the free-standing superlattices, our data can now

be fitted to ω̃(r̃) − ω̃eq = sin(πỹ
80
)[A1 exp(

−|x̃−150|2.4
B1

) + C1] (cf. Fig. S6). Furthermore, the fitting

parameters A′ = 10.9 − 0.0499(W0

W
)2, B′ = 20600 + 14.7(W0

W
)2, and C ′ = 0.523 − 0.0064(W0

W
)2 are

linearly dependent on (W0/W )2, as shown in Fig. S7. With these empirical expressions for ω̃(r̃),
Ebend can again be readily evaluated numerically. As shown in Fig. S8(a), Ebend/L calculated
from the semi-analytical approach matches well with data from full numerical relaxation of both
in-plane and out-of-plane deformations. Furthermore, given the dependence of A′, B′ and C ′ on
W , it follows that Ebend/L ∼ 1/W asymptotically for large W . Together with the observation that
Estrain/L ∼ 1/W [cf. Figs. S8(a) and S8(b)], this result implies that Etotal/L ∼ 1/W for α = 1, in
quantitative agreement with the symmetric binary superlattice (α = 1/2).

In the case of substrate-supported superlattices, on the other hand, Etotal, Estrain and ∆E
obtained from full numerical relaxation of both in-plane and out-of-plane deformations with α = 1
are shown in Fig. S8(c). Again, it can be seen that Etotal ∼ W , in quantitative agreement with
the symmetric binary superlattice (α = 1/2).
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Figure S6: Fitting of ω̃(r̃) in the x direction vs. numerically obtained profiles corresponding to
different widths W in asymmetric superlattices (α = 1). The inset displays a representative 3D
configuration of the system.

Figure S7: Fitting parameters (a) A′, (b) B′ and (c) C ′ versus (W0/W )2 for α = 1.
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Figure S8: Energy of asymmetric (α = 1), free-standing WS2/WSe2 superlattices from simulations
versus (a)W and (b) 1/W . (c) Energy of asymmetric, substrate-supported WS2/WSe2 superlattice
from simulations versus W . ∆E = Etotal − Esub. The black solid line is Ebend/L calculated from
the semi-analytical model. The dashed lines are fits while the gray areas represent estimated 10%
confidence intervals.

7 Scaling analysis of ternary superlattices

Finally, we extend the scaling analysis of binary superlattices in the main text to ternary ones.
To this end, we assume that stripe 1 is under tension and remains planar, while stripes 2 and 3
are under misfit-induced compression. Due to the compressive stresses, regions 2 and 3 wrinkle
with wavelengths λ2 and λ3 and amplitudes H2 and H3, respectively. Upon invoking two equations
involving lattice mismatch across compositional interfaces and one equation expressing global force
balance in direction parallel to the interfaces, we obtain

ε1 − ε2 +H2
2

2π2

λ2
2

= ε
(2)
mis;

ε1 − ε3 +H2
3

2π2

λ2
3

= ε
(3)
mis;

ε1 + α2β2ε2 + α3β3ε3 = 0. [19]

The in-plane strain, bending, and substrate interaction energies are now given by

Estrain =
Y hWL

2
(ε21 + α2β2ε

2
2 + α3β3ε

2
3); [20]

Ebend =
Y h3WLπ4

3

&
α2β2H

2
2

(1− ν2
2)λ

4
2

+
α3β3H

2
3

(1− ν2
3)λ

4
3

'
; [21]

Esub =
keffLW

2
(α2β2H

2
2 + α3β3H

2
3 ). [22]

Now, in the case of free-standing ternary superlattices, we first solve for the elastic strains ε1,
ε2, and ε3 using Eqns. [19], subsequently minimize the total energy Etotal = Estrain + Ebend with
respect to H2 and H3, and set λ2 ≈ λ3 ≈ W to yield

Etotal ≈
h3LY π2

W

%
α2β2ε

(2)
mis

6(1− ν2
3)

+
α3β3ε

(3)
mis

6(1− ν2
2)

(
. [23]

We note that Etotal ∼ 1/W in the case of free-standing ternary superlattices, similar to free-
standing binary superlattices.
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In passing, we also note that

ε2 =
−ε

(2)
mis

1 + α2β2

+
[α3β3h

2 + 12H2
2 (1− ν2

3)]π
2

6W 2(1 + α2β2)(1− ν2
3)

. [24]

From Eq. [24], it is clear that α3β3 cannot be too large (α3β3 ≲ W 2/h2), otherwise ε2 becomes
positive, which implies that stripe 2 is under tension and H2 = 0 (contradicting our working
assumption). Due to the similar Young’s moduli of the TMDs, however, enormous α3β3 values
can only be realized when α3 ≫ 1, which physically means that the system can be approximately
considered as a homogeneous one consisting of stripe 3 alone. Therefore, we will ignore these
uninteresting cases and assume that α3β3 is reasonable.

In the case of substrate-supported ternary superlattices, on the other hand, we minimize Etotal =
Estrain + Ebend + Esub with respect to H2, H3, λ2, and λ3 to yield (while still assuming a non-zero

wrinkling amplitude via keff ≪ (ε
(2)
mis)

2Y/h)

λ2 = π 4

1
2h3Y

3keff (1− ν2
2)
; [25]

λ3 = π 4

1
2h3Y

3keff (1− ν2
3)
; [26]

Etotal = LW

"
α2β2ε

(2)
mis

1
keffY h3

6(1− ν2
2)

+ α3β3ε
(3)
mis

1
keffY h3

6(1− ν2
3)

− keffh
2

12

,
α3β3(1 + α3β3)

(1− ν2
3)

+
2α2β2α3β32

(1− ν2
2)(1− ν2

3)
+

α2β2(1 + α2β2)

(1− ν2
2)

-)
. [27]

Again, Etotal ∼ W in the case of substrate-supported ternary superlattices, similar to substrate-
supported binary superlattices.

Let us next consider the effect of misfit dislocations in a ternary superlattice, as illustrated in
Fig. S9. Now, in the case of free-standing superlattices, the total energy becomes

Etotal ≈ h3LY π2

W

%
α2β2(ε

(2)
mis − ρ12b)

6(1− ν2
3)

+
α3β3(ε

(3)
mis + ρ13b)

6(1− ν2
2)

(

+(|ρ23|+ |ρ13|+ |ρ12|)LEdis, [28]

while in the case of substrate-supported ternary superlattices,

Etotal ≈ LW

"
α2β2(ε

(2)
mis − ρ12b)

1
keffY h3

6(1− ν2
2)

+ α3β3(ε
(3)
mis + ρ13b)

1
keffY h3

6(1− ν2
3)

−keffh
2

12

,
α3β3(1 + α3β3)

(1− ν2
3)

+
2α2β2α3β32

(1− ν2
2)(1− ν2

3)
+

α2β2(1 + α2β2)

(1− ν2
2)

-)

+(|ρ23|+ |ρ13|+ |ρ12|)LEdis. [29]

Given that the variations in Edis and Burger’s vector b are small across the different TMDs, we will
take them to be constant here. Furthermore, ρ23 + ρ12 + ρ13 = 0 due to the periodic boundaries.
[Recall that, as discussed in the main text, ρij denotes the linear density of dislocations along
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Figure S9: Schematic of unit cell and dislocation distribution in a ternary superlattice.

the interfaces between TMDs i and j, with the convention that dislocation lines come out of
the page such that ρij > 0 for dislocations with Burger’s vector pointing downwards.] Finally,
upon defining C12 = h3bY π2 α2β2

6W (1−ν23 )
and C13 = h3bY π2 α3β3

6W (1−ν22 )
for free-standing cases, while

C12 = bWα2β2

3
keffY h3

6(1−ν22 )
and C13 = bWα3β3

3
keffY h3

6(1−ν23 )
for substrate-supported ones, Eqns. [28] and

[29] above reduce to Eq. (10) in the main text.
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